Sea Horse (6’)
Visit RouseCIPES™ at: http://www.rouseinternational.com/rc/index.htm for more recipes.
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RMS 6’ Sea Horse

For other sizes use balloons sized to match framework.

MATERIALS
A.
B.
C.
D.

(2) RMS Sea Horse Matrixes (in package)
(242) 5” balloons
(1) Inflator to blow up balloons
(2) Templates for sizing balloons

STEP 1
Unfold Matrix

Spray
paint & extra
adhesive if desired.

Stretch Matrix

Matrix has lite coat
of adhesive.
To color Matrix,
spray paint on top of
adhesive, let dry,
then add final coat
of adhesive (3-M
#77 is suggested).

Discard pop out chips.

STEP 2
Size balloons
4" diameter*

For very neat results
tie most balloons* in
very tight pairs and
trim off excess
balloon necks.

* For openings marked in grey use 3” diameter and tie far apart.

STEP 3
Load balloons into the
first Sea Horse
framework starting
with the openings
marked in white
above-right. Place one
balloon of each pair in
an opening and one
balloon of each pair
perpendicular and
outside the framework as shown above-left. Then force each of the
loose balloons into the corresponding opening of the second Sea
Horse framework as shown above-right.

TIP:
You may trim around the
outside edge of the Sea
Horse by weaving #160 or
#260 balloons around the
knots between pairs of
balloons on the outside row
of the Sea Horse as shown
below. This is easiest to do
after balloons are loaded into
the first heart framework but
before the second
framework is added.

STEP 4
Join the connector tabs at the openings
marked in grey by inserting the male tab
through the tear shaped hole in the adjacent
tab at each of the 14 locations for the first
Sea Horse framework and then the second
framework. Insert the 3” pair of balloons in
the new, smaller openings as you did the 4”
pair in the larger openings.
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